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FRIDAY
Dharma,--peace.
Hatonn present, chela, to sit for a moment
in communion; let us calm the
troubled waters, for you are allowing the waves to flow over
you. One step at a time is that
which we must take--just one
step at a time. We will look at
priorities and sort of the load. I
am here and we shall do of it
together. ALL must understand
that we have hundreds of responses awaiting these fingers-PLEASE, listen within for we
are sharing most personally, in
communion and answers are as
close as your breath. We are in
a state of pressured overload
here and she cannot sort and
function. This happens to all of
you--so, now is a good time to
bring to your attention, the actions which you need learn to
utilize. STOP! Now, go within
and calm yourself.
Back off
and regroup--WHAT IS R&ALLY IMPORTANT TO THE
MOMENT?
Always choose
that action which is directly relative to SOUL FUNCTION!
ALL
PHYSICAL
THINGS
CAN
WAIT--EXCEPT
BREATH, AND EVEN THAT
CAN WAIT LONGER THAN
YOU REALIZE.
AS WE
WRITE
THIS
DAY--KEEP
THIS POINT EVER UPPERMOST IN MIND, PLEASE.
We do have

some

which

I

1

promised to handle in example
and we will take that one.
However, our time these days is
contingent upon that which
Germain can allow us for you
readers must know--we are producing a full book every two
weeks and a minimum of a
twelve page EXPRESS each
week. Every word has to flow
through
these
hands
and
Dharma’s stamina begins to fail.
At this point we MUST ask help
and understanding. We can begin by taking a part of the load
that is support of the daughter in
Debbie
care in Bakersfield.
Campbell. She will be starting
a group rehabilitation program
when she returns at the middle
of next month which will include the Germain suggestions,
integrated with that which you
call the 12 step program. It is
the child who feels unworthy to
attempt such a magnificent job
for you can feel quite alone in
your world of problems and we
must learn to reach out and give
loving touch to those who attempt great tasks in the midst of
their own burdens--but that is
the way the burdens become
gifts and the unity of the “team”
becomes the joy of the ages--the
learning of Love expression.
When the adversary wants to
stop a person from their appointed task--where does he go?
He goes directly to the very
thing that will touch the very
1
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soul--the loved ones of the family group. Dharma has been hit
with every attack from child
suicide to addictions to - - -.
We remain calm, strong and
bring the injured fledgling into
contribution--but
responsible
meanwhile, we serve, we love
and we continue our work while
we allow the individual to play
out their portion in their own
way--so that they can realize the
It becomes living
difference.
example of God.
So, if you readers will pen a
note on a card--a grocery sack-anything, just to say I love and
support you and send it to Deb,
then Dharma can relinquish
more time unto the WORK.
Thank you. Deborah Campbell,
Cedar Women’s Centef, Bakersfield, CA. 93301. She can be
reached there until the, 15th of
August after which, mail can be
forwarded or delivered through
America West.
Now, Dharma, we have solved
that one, let us look at the next
which troubles you--“Jackie”. I
said that I would look at a listing of her thoughts and we
would share them physically together--for only she (with other
precious ones) can choose and
act. I can only point out some
that
observations
regarding
which she outlays for my
“physical” consideration--for in
this method of communication-1 shall not act in any other cate#l

gory for if you ask in the physical format you are limited by
the physical and I desire that
that clearly--YOU
&IT’~
POSSIBILITIES
IF
YOU DO NOT CONTINUE
BEYOND INTO THE ALL
BUT THIS IS
KNOWING.
INTERIM
GOOD
FOR
BRIDGE BUILDING
AND,
THAT
IS
AFTER
ALL,
WHERE WE ARE.
You readers will recall that I received a letter which was filled
with petition and great pain of
decision making. Relationships
floundering because of pressures
of business which is in trouble-lack of time and lack of funds-TYPICAL, I THINK!
I asked her to do several things
and she immediately did her
She carefully wrote
Part.
observations from as abstract a
position as possible and then responded with ten ideas for improvement etc.
This particular business, we will
say for privacy and example, is
a pet care operation. So let us
walk through the possibilities as
she has had some time to ponder. Actually all she actually
asks of me now is a response for
she knows that which is most
suitable for action--but like all,
she is not sure she has thought
of all facets. In addition, what I
told her was that we would be
writing a book wherein we can
give you examples and help for
problem solving in logical approach. Perhaps we can simply
integrate it into Germain’s current series of Pleiadian Connections and not distract from the
importance of his subject of
universal KNOWING.
Man
cannot live by KNOWLEDGE
alone--for it is of no value unless man ACTS and in the ACTING comes need for wise decisions. Let us see how it can unfold and save the scribe as much
as possible from scattered frag-

ments and changes.
Next, we need the
presented for the current update
on what is happening. Dharma,
since the meeting of the weekend is so important and it has
taken the staff--let us do it later
or tomorrow since it cannot be
sent before Monday at any rate.
Then, let us plan a meeting for
Tuesday afternoon for we will
have beloved visitors and we
will want a debriefing of activities to the North. I ask you to
hold our beloved ones in constant safety for it is a STRONG
and most unpopular group giving this seminar. The current
MIA-POW situation is adding
incredible pressure to silence
Col. Gritz and George is still in
the targeting by the one who
called and promised to assassinate him. Out of sight is NOT
out of mind--and neither must it
be for you ones--KEEP THE
SHIELDS INTACT!
YOU
ARE, DHARMA, ALREADY
TARGETED THIS MORNING-PAY ATTENTION SO THAT
WE DO NOT ALLOW THE
BLOWING-OUT
OF YOUR
COMPUTER AS WE HAD TO
DO A COUPLE OF DAYS
PAY ATTENTION
AGO.
INSTANTLY
AND
ACT
WHEN WE WRITE TO YOUR
ATTENTION. I KNOW IT IS
DIFFICULT FOR YOU TO
FOCUS AND TAKE NOTE-BUT WE MUST ATTEND
THIS ATTACK OPERATION.
YOU ARE SAFE, ALL OF
YOU, AS LONG AS YOU
REMAIN IN THE LIGHTED
SHIELD FREQUENCY. THE
ONLY WAY YOU ATTAIN
THAT FREQUENCY WHICH
COUNTERS THE BLASTED
PULSES IS TO BE REMAINING IN LIGHTED CONTACT.
SO BE IT FOR THE SCIENCE
LESSON THIS MORNING.

ties and your Space Program
which is in total devastation.
Bush had to call off the Shuttle
Program for you have forfeited
all your backup shuttles and
have none to fill in--the stand-by
was blasted out of existence this
past week--and some of you saw
it! Blessed are ye who pay atWe will cover this
tention!
briefly in the
NOW TO THE PROSOLVING
Dharma, copy and we will then
Place the letter in
comment.
italics and I will respond in regular print, to save time at the
keyboard.

This recent surge of activity is
still cycling around the world
situation, atomic war probabili2
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NUMBER ONE:
You care
greatly for your partner and we
can assume it is responsive since
you refer to continuation of the
relationship in betterment.
This relationship is obviously
frustrating you greatly for you
are feeling guilty for nonperformance in some manner
and while you tell me that you
“have too little time to spend
together” while you also tell me
that a benefit is that you work
together.
Now, the relationship is more
important than all the money in
the kingdom! You have support
of your families; but that statement also indicates a great burden of responsibility to not fail
them. So, consult with them.
Since you do not give me your
ages, it must be assumed that if
the family assists--it is apparent
you are not older than the hills.
That means that if this is an
ongoing and loving relationship-you will have family ties and
responsibilities which shall be
“growing” and not shrinking in
magnitude.
I am sorry you didn’t give me
ALL the answers your brain
furnished,
within reason of
course, for I only requested a
MINIMUM of ten. I want you
to realize you have many, many
alternatives and options.
RESPONSE
God blesses you child, for your
sharing. May we please take it
one step at a time as we look at
possibilities. I can point out a
few things I see right off.
You do not mention your mate
except in the abstract, which
matters not--but I will be as explicit as I can without detailed
information--for we are working
as if I know NOTHING MORE

You must learn, first of all,
what is really meant by a relationship and “time spent with
another”. You can spend all of
the TIME in the world together
trying to be all to each other and
meet all needs--but that usually
means frustration piled upon
frustration in trying to meet another’s needs when your own
soul is crying out for relief.
First--STOP.
Look at WHAT
1
*
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you consider is missing--AND
IF IT IS A THING OF THE
“FLESHLY
PHYSICAL”--IT
DOES NOT NEED IMMEDIATE TENDING.
IF YOUR
EMOTIONAL INNER BEING
IS BEING SHREDDED--TEND
IT NOW!
Do you need more
time for LOVING--or MAKING
LOVE? I suggest you ponder
this one more carefully than all
the other questions--for human
always confuses that which is
physical and that which is
LOVE. There is nothing that
surpasses the joy and pleasure
than the seeking of unified
“goals’‘--and it has nothing to do
with the bedroom. YOU MUST
BE
I ask not whether or not your
physical relationship is strong
enough to endure--WILL YOUR
“FRIENDSHIP” ENDURE?
Now, you have a basis and
foundation from which to proceed with MATURITY--AT
WHATEVER AGE. LET US
JUST ASSUME THAT YOU
SAID YES.
Next observation: You indicated
at several places--“bankruptcy”,
etc. Does that seem horrid to
you?
You say you owe too
much to the banks, etc., and see
no way out of the interest, debts
and thus and so.
I am going to give you’ a bit of a
lecture as if I were your financial consultant.
The use of bankruptcy is a tool
being used by the biggest
corporations in your world. It
is a built-in two way backscratching scheme to cover both
the bank (lender) and the consumer (borrower). Don’t allow
ego pride to get into this equaLet us look at TOOLS
tion.
which are legal and set up by
own
government--why
your
should you not use that which is
provided for YOUR stability?
#l

.-

Without knowing another thing
about your plight--I suggest you
get on the phone to Oberli and
start a home corporation in
Nevada. Let Cort or Oberli or
someone tell you how it works.
Now, do not put another cent
into the business you have--let it
go deeper and deeper in debt.
If you are incorporated, all the
better. Now, begin silently doing all business through the
corporation in Nevada--ALL OF
IT. In fact, get more and more
in debt to that Nevada corporation.
Do not issue stock in the
Nevada corporation, do not put
your name on it--allow it to be
officered by outsiders for you
cannot be traced to ownership of
it. Then ABSOLUTELY consider total bankruptcy of both
the business and selves. You
can clear your selves and get on
your feet--no matter what your
next business endeavor might
be. You can retain side silent
agreements (verbally) to repay
family, etc.
The banks and
lending houses write off loans
for far more than the interest
you are paying so don’t consider
yourselves deadbeats.
Moreover, if your families are willing to back you in business as,
for instance, co-signers, etc.,
then you will be in good shape
with your new corporation.
Now, however, if they are already co-signers on loans--clear
it up first or they will be held
responsible.
These are things
which must be tended on an
individual basis.
I urge you to NOT go to your
local legal eagle nor bookkeeper--for they will tell you
this cannot be done. Ones also
once thought the world was flat-so be it. Wisdom is your support--not those who tell you “it
can’t be done”. Find out!
This is the most effective way to

remove yourself from their system of chains and shackles yet
found.
You start clean and
“behind” and you can even be
lost to the IRS if you handle
your business carefully.
You
have just discovered the golden
egg, children, not the rotten
one.
As to the type of business, location, etc. Those are up to you-HOWEVER--look
with open
rose-colored
eyes
without
glasses. You are headed for a
depressed time like none before
known to man. This is not expressed by etheric beings without confirmation--look around at
the tremendous numbers out of
work already and an economy
slipping into collapse.
If you can get enough assistance
and your absolute goal to end all
goals is to work with pets, about
the only way you can sustain
through massive depression is
by one or both becoming veterinarians. Yes, man will need
to tend, feed, etc., his pets--but
no matter what your heart might
say--the first to go will be the
grooming and pet specialty operations.
I realize that I make it sound
simple, cut and dried. No, and
there are many things to consider such as the value of the
home which you fear you might
lose, etc. But these are then
things which CAN be considered in the making of the
ultimate decision for action.
Then, when you reach the most
optimum decision--TAKE ACTION. Don’t sit and worry at
it--DO IT.
I am remiss, perhaps, in touching only on these points--but let
us keep the focus on what IS
and the only WHAT IFS allowed in the start-up reasoning
are those of possible solutions.
Do not WHAT . IF. the problem
5
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for it ONLY a!.
Example:
What if it had rained yesterday?
Well it didn‘t so the ground is
still dry and you need to water
the garden. So, WHAT IF, it
MIGHT rain day after tomorrow? The garden would be lost.
Look at what IS and know there
is a solution of perfection. If
you always place the solution
within the joint integration of
God and you--you will find the
one that projects you into
If you
growth and reward.
leave God out of it--you will
continue in decline and confusion. READ THE JOURNALS
COMING
FORTH
RIGHT
NOW AS SOON AS POSSIBLE--WE ARE GIVING YOU
THE HOW, WHY, WHAT,
WHO, ETC., OF THE UNIVERSE
Until the books are out--we can
only apply bandaids to the
wounds until we can get to the
“body cast” needed. But, if you
take proper steps now to begin
to bring yourselves into security, you will be ready for the
actions toward real growth. It
must be through GIVING and
REGIVING.
Jackie, you will find that when
you sit to reason together in
wisdom instead of fear* of failure, or, or, or--you will regain
CONTROL and your thought
processes will open up and flow
and the vision will clear and the
challenge will become the joy
toward the goal--and not the
death march.
I will ask Cort to ponder the
possibilities herein involved in
the business as corporation
possibilities and he can speak
with Nevada,contacts and let us
see what we might have to show
you--they need the exercise,
also, for the ONLY intent here,
is to serve and these are the
kinds of problems which shall
overflow the lands.
#l

Do not limit yourselves to this
one adventure--look carefully at
the things you could do with the
same loving care invested in that
which you now do. As a team,
your possibilities become without limits. If PROPER VALUES are placed in sequence of
spiritual connection with and
through God--and the last on the
list is the thing of flesh--you
will make correct decisions for
it is the way of the cycle--ALWAYS. If God be first--the rest
will follow as surely as day
from dark. This is not an alien
concept to you or you certainly
would NOT be writing TO ME!
But, if BOTH of you are not
attuned--you have bigger problems for God said that you shall
place none before Him.
,NEXT STEE
You have just gone through
what can be called phase one.
That’s when an idea drops or
flashes into the mind and becomes real. It is a gift through
faith from God--Ideas are Godself in action. All things come
forth from God-Idea (thought)
and this is expression of your
Godness--your
thought
projection
placed
forth
for
manifestation/creation.
Take the gift in confidence of
self to either be discarded or
considered or acted upon as
your wisdom points direction.
YOU TAKE CONTROL OF
THE IDEA. I warn you, most
people never make it past phase
one. The light bulb bursts or
bums out on the spot--or as with
a chicken and the egg--the egg
comes but is never “hatched”
and so, rots in the nest. The
idea just swishes through without being given serious consideration.
Lack of self-confidence kills the
potential miracle-working faster
than any other one thing on
Faith is indeed most
earth.

fragile at birth.
Let’s consider possibly changing
of careers. This especially is a
real “basket-case maker” if at
mid- or older-life.
Most will
come to consider it an impossibility.
Well, you somehow
chose your first one or got stuck
with it! So, what is new? Part
of this insecurity or lack of selfconfidence is because you tend
to develop a negative self-image, based on your low position
on the ladder of life. People
think that if they were really
brilliant, they would be president of something or other. If
you were appointed president of
a major corporation today, what
would that do to your self-confidence?
I would suggest that that should
not be your focus--first you
need to make things “work” for
-don’t
need
such
gda%Is
before you understand your values.
Faith begins when you begin to
believe in the ideas that God
sends to you. Greatness does
not depend upon your position
in life, but upon your respect of
the positive ideas that flow into
your imagination!
The truth is that the one considered “bottom-of-the-ladder” person is potentially as creative, or
moreso, than is the top executive who sits in the big office-educated beyond knowledge or
appointed for all the wrong reausually
having
sons,
etc.,
reached his level of incompetence far below the status level
of his self-proclaimed stature.
It is rare indeed, in this day and
age, that a man makes it to the
top in God’s service and unbending value systems which
place God first. But what perfection and example is given
forth when this happens.
Now, in . the case of Jackie-.
Vol. xv
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note, great honor, love and appreciation is given to those who
work with her. So, let them
participate in solution finding.
If they have the fundamental
qualities which you admire-their potential for offering positive input is wondrous. Their
needs are much involved with
your own--let them help decide
and if the decision is even drastic enough to “close the business”, they are informed and
can understand “why’‘--the least
that can be offered to your fellow-workers.
You see, every
don
0
up

So, if all are about equal in
potential for creativeness, why
isn’t the “average” person more
creative? No matter how complex the answer, one simple rcason dominates. Basically, people
do not believe that they are creative. Because nobody has ever
told them they are creative, they
have never tried to be ‘so. Give
respect to another and you canThe
not measure the return.
tendency is not to do ‘anything
about the incredible ideas that
come to your minds. If you are
in a difficult situation--you toy
and worry and worry and toy
with it--almost working at NOT
IDEAS--REAL
utilizing
IDEAS.
When you find that
somebody else has turned an
idea into a great success, you
may lament to yourselves--I

People are brilliant if only they
believe in their own ideas.
Most human beings have the
same basic brain capacity. The
#l

.-

difference, of course, is the attitude that a person has toward
his own ideas. So--take an idea,
develop it and then with good
reason--you can evaluate it.
The habit of modem man, however, it to first say, “Tell me
what you want, and I’ll try to
do it. ” (Especially if the man is
trying to sell his product or service.) Then, you settle down
and present an idea which is out
of the norm--oops, you get EVERY reason why it won’t work.
Because a so-called “expert”
says it won’t work--doesn’t
mean the breath it took to say it.
If it hasn’t been done then all
the better--it is time it is done if
it brings positive enhancement
to humanity--if the idea came--it
CAN BE ACHIEVED.
REMEMBER?
WHAT THE
MIND CAN CONCEIVE--IT
CAN ACHIEVE.
No idea seems to come with
benefit of perfection for what
would be the purpose of that? It
may well be perfect--but you
won’t recognize it until you give
your attention unto it.
Ideas
have a way of showing up with
a few concomitant problems
which require you to think upon
it. But trust that the positive
potential in an idea is powerful
enough to merit your continued
support until you can put it
aside in wisdom or see that with
further care it can be nurtured
into manifestation.
I ask you to hold this information in top of the entropy pile
availability for it is going to fit
hand in glove with the WAY
OF MANIFESTATION which
we are bringing forth right now.
YOU MUST COME INTO
KNOWING SO THAT YOUR
FAITH IS BASED ON ACTUAL REALITY OF THAT
WHICH
RELAIS--IN
TIONSHIP
THE
WITHIN
LAWS OF GOD AND CREATION.

As you have made your list of
possibilities--TEST
THEM.
Faith’s second phase is the testing phase. No person plunges
recklessly
and irresponsibly
ahead with EVERY idea that
moves through his brain. Ideas
must be tested by asking the
questions that rise out of your
Decisionown value system.
making is easy if there are NO
CONTRADICTIONS
It is easy to make major decisions at the snap of a finger IF
you know the questions you
have to ask to get reliable raw
data as answers. A positive idea
implies questions like: “Is this
really necessary?” “Is it really a
human need-filling idea?” “Can
it be inspiring to others?”
How do you test ideas that come
into your mind? Try this primary inquiry:

yourself--now.
I could go on, but I think I will
just summarize a bit and let it
go for this writing for so much
is in the coming forth that this
will become redundant.
But
you need look at a series of
things to act upon in any given
situation.
Review that which is past.
Look at your expectations, relationships and the problem itself.
Not that you can change it nor
are you to dwell in it--but the
past is filled with lessons to be
garnered and held preciously.
Goals can be like the proverbial
needle in the haystack.
Look
unto the goals which you have
had and consider if you might
fit the description of Shakespeare when he wrote: “You
shall seek all day until you find
them, and when you find them
they are not worth the search.”
Too often goals rise from a
and

The truth is, everybody is an inspiration to somebody else.
Suddenly difficult
times become good times when
your positive reaction becomes
an inspiration to others. Everybody can be an inspiration to
somebody else.
Let us look now at commitment.
When you make a choice and
begin to manifest idea--you
must have commitment or it is
not worth the paper upon which
you wrote the idea. And remember, you can only HAVE
Look ever at that
which you perceive as “time” in
its correct perspective as it applies to you and this physical
life-span. There will never be
another NOW--make the most
of today--the moment.
There will never be another you
in this gifting--make
the most of
.
7
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and
and
Check out that which you plant
for you will surely reap harvest
in KIND. Give careful review
to intent then and now. If your
intent be of selfish greed--that is
what you will reap for your values are misplaced.
Examine all the possibilities.
What would you do if you had
the money, if you had the
education, if you had the training, if you had the contacts, if
you had more support base?
What would you do? WHAT
WOULD YOU DO IF YOU
HAD
ALL
THAT
YOU
“THINK” YOU WANT? What
would you do if you knew you
would have your wish and if
you knew it could not fail?
Check your priorities--would
#l

you sink into the luxury of
physical
manifestation--or-would your values be good
enough to give you LIFE?
There are more possibilities than
you think. Examine them.

HONEST Am)
PETITION

Now, name the price you are
willing to pay.
Are you willing to go to school
for two or three years to gain
more knowledge? If you cannot
walk, say, are you willing to
work through six to eight
months of physical therapy if it
would give you ability to walk
NAME THE PRICE
again?
YOU ARE WILLING TO PAY-AND DISCERN WHETHER
THE RESULT IS THE ACTUAL GOAL OF VALUE!!!

....
21, 1991,

no
ONE MORE PERSONAL
Q

Always be alert and be willing
to be patient and work. Waiting
is about the hardest thing that
man can do. If he waits too
long--he decides to do nothing
and simply “wait” forever. But
you must keep waiting, working, plodding, and maintaining
patience through that which appears as dark times. But you
must do so and in God’s proper
time, power and help will come
your way as he responds to your
petitions in the properness of a
response to a petition of “thy
will” and “for my best and
highest good”. He will honor
that if sincerely offered and the
“call compels the answer”.
If you always hold in your heart
an HONEST AND SINCERE
PETITION,
SO SHALL IT
COME TO PASS---

Abide with brother and sister
and great insight can flow. We
had a visitor a few days past and
we experienced together within
the team in respite from our appointed tasks, to visit personally.
It is always great joy
when I can be invited in to share
and on this particular day in
point a J.H., and others with
him, shared a few brief hours.

1:23:

He left and we now have a letter
and thoughts which are insightful and ou might find them
worthy o F passing through your
own thoughts.
”
The first of his cover note covered the greetings and appreciation for the “meeting” and I will
begin the quoting from about
mid-way:
,

8
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Thank you John. That which
you share with your brother in
love and giving--shall be returned in great measure and we
are now sharing that this might
become a Lighted place with the
Lighted Presence of KNOWING.
The blessings of God rest upon
you ones, as does the destiny of
your people, your nation and
your planet. In God all things
are possible--let us not limit
God’s ability to turn about that
which is about to pull you
down--IF you turn unto HIM in
TRUTH AND DESIRE FOR
CHANGE. SO BE IT.
Let us leave this for it has
grown indeed lengthy.
AU DA1 PA DA1 CUM--One
that walks in oneness with the
Spirit that is the Spirit which is
God. One who walks with their
hand in the hand which is the
Hand of God. I AM and you
call me Hatonn--will you come
and walk with me? For I bear
the Hand of God! Salu.
And what means “Sam”? It is a
cosmic greeting recognizing the
Eternal Portion within and expressing a desire to be in oneness with the Eternal Portion of
another.
And, “salu, salu,
Mu” brings forth a cosmic triune that is the manifestation of
the Creator thought in the oneness. ADONAI (God). Good
day.
As I take leave, I MUST GIVE
STRESS TO THE FOLLOW-9
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The next volume of
ING:
Pleiades Connection--No. V, is
going to press on Monday or
Tuesday next. It will come with
It is from
two audio tapes.
Germain--IT IS THE MOST
USEFUL AND IMPORTANT
DOCUMENT THUS FAR OFFERED. WE ARE BRINGING
YOU THE FULL WORKING
MECHANISM OF UNIVERSAL OPERATIONS AND THE
WHAT,
HOW,
wlm
WHERE, WHEN AND YOU-OF GOD. WE ARE DEFINING GOD AND TELLING
YOU WHO YOU ARE AND
HOW TO COMMUNE WITH
THIS VERY REAL SOURCE.
IT IS THE TIME OF COMING
INTO TRUTH AND KNOWLEDGE AND PUTTING ASIDE
OF THE THINGS OF MAGIC
PRATAND
FOOLISH
TLINGS--IT IS THE TIME OF
SORTING--MAY
YOU BE
WITHIN
THE
GRANARY
AND NOT CAUGHT IN THE
WINDS AS THE CHAFF
THE
GLEANING
FROM
ROOMS. This JOURNAL’s title might give you enjoyment
but it bears truth in interpretation--enjoy the humor and then,
respond: It will be called
PHONE HOME. E.T. REACH
OUT AND TOUCH SOMEONE--LIKE GOD. So be it.
7126191 #3
FRIDAY
Dharma, thank you for attending my call. It has been a long
day but there needs be a bit
more service before we leave
the post.
Plea after plea comes unto me:
“Can we save America?” “Isn’t
it already too late?”
It depends.... It depends on who is
willing to risk enough to rise in
the face of that which is truly
evil. Evil can have no power
over an enlightened one in God.
Are there ones remaining who
are big enough.7 Oh indeed, in#l

deed--but few.
There are many who have bits
and pieces of greatness--but they
grasp not their relationship with
God and until one comes into
understanding of his relationship
within God, he cannot prevail
for the enemy can pull him
down.
There are hard facts to face as
anyone faces possibilities of service, and I speak of “go for it
ALL”, service whatever the
consequences--to serve Truth,
honor, brotherhood, nation and
planet--without stint nor compromise.
There are several who would
serve well--but they cannot
make the impact necessary nor
glean the backing to thrust the
spear to its mark.
It is hard for a Father to sit and
opinion that step for his son
which can lead to the pits of despair--for as in my knowing-physical death is the least of my
children’s burden. I shall have
no more martyrs unto my cause
for we are through with the
primitive and evil games of the
adversary.
But I can see the
glory beyond the passage and I
can lift you up when the spirit
lags and the spears fly.
Ones who ponder great decisions for service must turn
within and reflect on that which
has come before and realize the
purpose of your journey thus
far. That which was once great
in respect and reverence has
been pulled into shame and corruption and now becomes dangerous to any who would enter
from the Lighted service of integrity.
Ones are, however, sent for
purpose greater than the sum of
their apparent existence in manifested human form. Ah, these
ones do not appear “different”

nor do they walk with pious
stupid expressions upon their
faces. They walk in dedication
to brother and nation--a call to
duty with a fearless knowledge
of need of a floundering humanity for which they feel
unworthy of the role--and yet
the role has become that which
is unworthy of my men.
I am asked if I would speak on
this matter--and yet, I already
have done so. The point is-how many of you readers who
petition and petition for areas of
service--if I ask you this moment if you will work--really
work agamst a flow of corruption to elect a man to the highest
office in your nation--will you
do it? I MEAN REALLY DO
IT? We have one who will, if
asked--take that measure of
stand for YOU--will you take
the measure for him? ‘Tis not
for him nor his precious ones
that I ask--I ask for God:
WHAT ARE YOU WILLING
TO DO TO BRING YOURSELVES AGAIN INTO THE
LIGHT OF TRUTH? WHAT
ARE YOU WILLING TO DO
TO SET THIS PLANET TO
BALANCE?
IF AMERICA
WILL DO IT, THE WORLD
CAN THEN DO IT.
I will not, however, ask a man
to serve in a hopeless cause for
if you will not back God and
His people who will stand
against the odds, hand to the
square in honor and respect for
that which was great in this nation under your heavenly banner--then you deserve not that
which is other than you bring
upon selves.
We have one who will go the
last mile for you for he has seen
the beast devour the goodness
from those who went forth and
gave all for nation--swallowed
in the jungles by the opium
lords and sentenced to death in a
distant hell in order to cover the
10
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bastardly deeds of greed and
corruption. If he takes that step
forward--WILL YOU TAKE IT
BESIDE HIM?
This man is a patriot, having
served his nation to the best of
his ability at all costs, a soldier
and one who holds the hand of
God as companion. Oh, not in
some silly robe of an evangelist-as a MAN in God’s reflection
without the silly trappings thrust
upon a Godly person to suit the
whims and reflections of man in
his silliness.
Most within my teams know of
whom I speak. I speak of James
Gritz--Cal. “Bo”. The advergovernment
Pentagon
Cz’ and Mossad have all tried
to take him out and yet he prevails and continues to bring
Truth unto a sleeping nation and
world--but son, more hear than
you realize.
Now, I think I speak more directly to my own immediate
team--what are you willing to
do to back this man if he takes
the step for Right? We have not
even begun our work compared
to the load you would be expected to carry to support this
cause.
But as you learn of
CAUSE
and
EFFECT--you
have opportunity to put your
work where your mouth is!
Perhaps more important in this
instance, to these ones locked in
a target zone already--is that I
STAND WITH THEM. THE
WAY WILL NOT BE EASY-THE ATTACKS MOST TERRIBLE--BUT,
YOU HAVE
BEATEN THEM ONCE AND
IF YOU BEAR THE LIGHT
WITH TRUTH AS YOUR
GOAL--THE TIME IS AT
HAND FOR HEROIC MEN
TO STEP FORWARD AND
COMMAND.
Let us not play games of hide
and seek and who has authority
#1

and who is a Commander and
who a peon; who is an alien and
who a robotoid--1 AM ATON
AND
I CARRY A LOT OF WEIGHT
IN THE UNIVERSAL ORDER
OF THINGS AND YOU ONES
CAN DO THIS THING IF
YOU WANT TO. IT MEANS
THAT CITIZENS FACE THE
TRUTH
OF
WHO
AND
WHAT IS GOD AND HOW
THE
UNIVERSE
FUNCTIONS--IT
IS TIME
TO
AWAKEN AND BE GALLANT. The greatest of men do
not see themselves as great nor
heroic.
KNOW, BLESSED
ONES--THE TIME OF GOD IS
AT HAND AND YOUR EFFORTS IN THE CYCLE OF
RETURN ARE UPON YOU-YOU WILL BEGIN NOW OR
YE SHALL NEVER HAVE
ANOTHER CHANCE UPON
THIS PLANET.
IT IS MAKE
IT OR BREAK IT TIME. Do
not misunderstand, it is only the
first step of which we speak--for
the snowball is begun by the
pebble or the drop of ice and as
long as the work is toward God-God shall allow and sustain. It
is the time of revelation and
coming into KNOWING.
I request that all information of
the “Pleiades Connection” books
be placed in James’ hands for it
matters not if he doesn’t read
the epics of truth regarding how
it IS upon the corrupt side of
mortal man but HE MUST REALIZE THE TRUTHS BEING
BROUGHT UNTO YOU AS A
SPECIES WHICH EXPLAINS
AND DEFINES GOD AND
CREATION--AND
UNIVERSAL FUNCTION.
THE
TIME IS UPON YOU WHEN
YOU MUST KNOW!
James, you have searched out
the various “religions” in your
seeking for Truth. You asked
me personally if there be one
left in Truth. Indeed, son, in-

deed--but it is not yet come
about and we shall never call it
“religion’‘--it is the dawn of
Consciousness
and
Cosmic
KNOWING of Source and Origin--beyond the myths and fables and within the very thought
of God.
My being is pained at that which
you will find when you “arrive”
at that service--for the corruption is beyond even that which
you can imagine from that
which you have experienced and
circumstances
the
PLANNED to be in terriE
plight if the adversary falls. But
there is something that you must
hold dear and that the adversary
knows--IT ONLY REQUIRES
A FEW GOODLY MEN TO
LEAD--THE
REST
WILL
FOLLOW AND THE WAY
WILL BE OPENED FOR THE
PASSAGE.
I ask that your mate study the
material being brought forth
now, by the teacher Germain,
for he is responsible for that
which was experienced by the
Christos in his journey upon
your place to bring Light and
Truth--It is now the time and it
will be heard.
Think not of the remarkable resource nor the strangeness of the
source--is it stranger than this
very conversation? Do you see-you will go into the history annals as one of the greatest men
to walk among men and it only
embarrasses you to consider
such a thing. It is no different
for the ones who have stood
against the arrows to do this
work and bring this message of
God unto mankind--it is simply
their appointed and committed
purpose and they see not the
greatness in the- journey--only
the need of its being done.
I wish to move away from this
point to share another insight
with you--a. confirmation if you
11
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will.
POW-MIA
As you are thrust about in the
tempest of the now recognized
MIA-POW “scandal” let me
outlay that which has not been
printed and see how it lays
across your shoulders of reason.
The picture of the three men
who are being the center of focus--has nothing to do with the
raging tempest in this teapot.
The men are valid enough--the
picture incredibly bad in its projection.
The tampering is so
blatant as to astound the senses
for the trial at subterfuge--even
the placard with the date is so
obviously stupid that it is embarrassing . But--the important
thing is that there are other pictures and ones involved in the
more recent uncoverings find
that all produced in the effort of
finding truth is poured into the
black hole of the CIA/PENTAGON. The important thing is
to take care for if care is not attended the men will be slaughtered to continue the lie--but
know that things all around the
globe are getting pretty rough
on the Elite bullies.
The point was to bring forth that
which was claimed as valid and
be able to discount it and prove
its false origin and you would
go back to sleep. It is a typical
“dirty trick” of the Mossad/CIA
This is their type of
goons.
tricks as is shown time after
time in the stupid displays as in
the drug running. They thrive
on gross and spectacular intrigue
and cruel sensationalism and
torture tactics to shock the
senses into djsbelief. But nothing is too gross for their
achievement of goal--and worse,
they don’t even longer know
what is their goal--honor and
integrity has long since become
the missing part of the equation.
God has not been any part of the
#1

operations of goal seeking for so
long He is forgotten and has become only a false tool to better
manipulate the masses.
You
have some close acquaintances,
too, who use the “born again
Christian” to ad nauseam which
only degrades the term.
SPACE PROGRAM
This, too, is basically for confirmation.
You simply do not
close down a space program
overnight for the silly and actually stupid excuses given by
Bush. Your program is in dire
circumstances--they
couldn’t
dare launch that shuttle for everything you have launched recently has been destroyed and
your last back-up
shuttle-mandatory for the illusion--was
taken-out on the ground in a
massive display.
There is no
backup to continue the facade
for the Cosmospheres
have
plucked the birds.
There has been a desperate
search for the moment to ground
the program and distract the citiThese things are long
zens.
known in the Elite planning
rooms where the threats, actions
and subterfuge are planned.
What becomes appalling is the
total acceptance which appears
to be rampant in the masses who
gobble up the lies like candy
The most
from the market.
powerful power struggle ever
known to mankind is taking
place behind those false faces
and masks.
The air blasts and pulse thrusts
are so bad around your locations
that it is like a war zone and nobody seems to notice. WE are
constantly petitioned to show
ourselves so you can “believe”.
How so--we are there and no
one takes notice--your citizens
do not even note the flash and
glow of mass destruction 30
miles from their doors even
while the sky glows and the

windows rattle.
Your nation must come into
knowing of the need for shelters
for there is so much radioactive
material in your atmosphere that
it will destroy all life forms if
rdtection
is . not forthcoming
neutralization
methods
brought forth--and YOU CANNOT DO IT WITHOUT US!
AND GOD IS NOT GOING
TO GIVE IT INTO THE ADVERSARY’S HANDS!
KNOW that whither thou goest,
I will go--BEFORE THEE!
And my guards shall march behind thee--if you put your hand
in the hand of the man from
Galilee--ye shall find of the
way. This time, however, ye
ones must serve as messengers
WITH the Wayshower--for ye
have come of the Hosts. Indeed
it only SEEMS strange to ye
ones--for you were birthed and
created to serve at this time of
man’s cycle of change. Again,
I must implore you ones to read
most carefully the messages
coming forth--for they are of
your destiny and ou cannot
lead your brother i r you know
not where you are going. So be
it and the Light shall be given if
ye are but willing to regive it
that the dark places shall be
lighted. Amen
Let us close this for this night,
scribe, for it is sufficient unto
the needs of the moment--we
now speak to the responsible
souls of brothers wherein the
lessons are expected and heard.
I am the WORD and the WORD
IS TRUTH--and the WORD
SHALL SET YOU FREE!
SALU.
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